The consequences of the contact between liquid bismuth and a copper bicrystal are investigated at 500°C. Atoms of bismuth are shown to penetrate and embritlle the copper grain boundary. Grain boundary concentration profiles of bismuth are obtained on fracture surfaces by both Auger electron spectroscopy and He 4+ Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy. The maximum bismuth intergranular concentration is calculated from experimental data to be about 1.7 monolayers (near the liquid bismuth / solid copper interface). The overall profiles are significantly different from typical erfc profiles and an interpretation is proposed, based on the coupling effect between grain boundary diffusion and non-linear segregation. These results allow us to conclude on the absence of grain boundary wetting for the Cu / Bi system at 500°C. c is the bismuth maximal intergranular concentration, c v is the bismuth volume concentration, ∆G s is the free enthalpy of segregation (∆G s <0) and α represents the interaction between bismuth atoms in copper grain boundaries (α<0 in the case of bismuth segregation where attraction takes place [4, 6] ). Such an expression is typically used for systems that present a high segregation factor s, making Henry's isotherm (c gb =s.c v ) inappropriate as it concerns only dilute solutions. It is worth to notice that the classical McLean segregation isotherm [7] can be obtained with α=0 in equation (1).
where c gb is the bismuth intergranular concentration, 0 gb On the other hand, the intergranular embrittlement of copper by bismuth can also be obtained when putting in contact solid copper with liquid bismuth. Vogel and Ratke [8] studied grain boundary grooving of copper bicrystals by liquid bismuth at 400°C. They showed the formation of deep channel-like grooves at the grain boundary intersection. As an interpretation, they developed a model for grain boundary grooving under the influence of grain boundary diffusion, leading to a kinetic law of the penetration depth of the grooves proportional to time 1/3 . Using the same type of experiments, Joseph et al. [9] [10] [11] obtained linear kinetics for bismuth intergranular penetration between 300 and 400°C [10] and proposed a mechanism of liquid bismuth penetration along copper grain boundaries lying on the grain boundary wetting formalism [11] and thus leading to the replacement of copper grain boundaries by a several nanometer thick bismuth-rich liquid phase [9] . Then it appears that both the intergranular concentration and the intergranular penetration kinetics of bismuth into copper are controversial. The aim of the following paper is therefore to state on these two points by acquiring bismuth concentration profiles in copper grain boundaries after a contact with liquid bismuth at 500°C. After that, this will allow us to identify the mechanism responsible for the liquid bismuth induced intergranular embrittlement of copper at this temperature: either grain boundary wetting or grain boundary diffusion [12] .
Experimental details
A Cu bicrystal containing a symmetric tilt boundary with a misorientation angle of 50° was prepared by melting and controlled solidification in an horizontal furnace (using a bicrystalline seed on an alumina mould) and cut by spark erosion to get parallelepipeds with an approximate position of the grain boundary at half-length. They were then chemically polished in order to remove residual stresses introduced by spark erosion (avoiding, in that way, any recrystallisation during the subsequent heat treatment). Two equivalent procedures were used to put liquid bismuth in contact with the bicrystalline specimens: direct contact (DC) with Bi-Cu alloy oversaturated with copper in order to avoid any dissolution of copper and vapor contact (VC) where a thin layer of liquid bismuth is deposited by condensation of its vapor (more details on these 2 procedures and their equivalence will be found in [13] ). Both of these procedures were done at 500°C for durations selected to lead to incomplete embrittlements of the bicrystals. Then, the specimens were water quenched and in-situ broken by tensile test at room temperature within the main chamber of an AES spectrometer in order to reveal grain boundary composition. The biggest specimens (used for the longest durations) were analyzed by RBS, as it wasn't possible to get in-situ AES ruptures. Fracture surfaces were also analyzed by scanning electron microscopy in order to determine the length of the brittle zone. Figure 1 shows a SEM picture of the fracture surface of a copper bicrystalline specimen that has been previously put in contact with liquid bismuth during 1 hour at 500°C. The brittle zone and the ductile core can be clearly distinguished on the fracture surface. We made AES analyses on this fracture surface and used a quantification procedure (fully described in [14] ) in order to determine the bismuth coverage. Bismuth concentration profile is shown in figure 2 . When observing it, 4 zones can be distinguished in the brittle zone (Br 1 to Br 4 ). Nevertheless, zones Br 1 to Br 3 present similar aspects on the fracture surface with very limited deformation: even if bismuth intergranular concentration decreases, it remains sufficient to cause the brittle rupture. In zone Br 4 , brittle rupture is accompanied by larger deformation and bismuth intergranular concentration falls progressively. Then, bismuth intergranular concentration is not sufficient to be detected by AES and a mixed rupture appears with an increasing percentage of ductility when moving to the core of the sample until reaching pure ductility fracture where bismuth was totally absent. The maximal coverage is 0.85 monolayer (in the zone Br 1 ). Before the rupture, the maximal bismuth intergranular concentration was hence 2×0.85=1.7 monolayers if we make the assumption that the rupture led to 2 fracture surfaces identically covered by bismuth (assumption verified in [14] ). This value has been confirmed by further coupled AES, XPS and RBS analyzes [14] . It is very similar to concentration values obtained after segregation treatments (cf. introduction). Finally, it is not high enough to be the result of grain boundary wetting. It shows clearly that, in the Cu/Bi system, the grain boundary wetting transition is not expected to appear for T≤500°C. At 500°C, grain boundary diffusion can therefore be supposed to be the controlling mechanism for bismuth intergranular penetration into copper.
Fracture surface analysis

Concentration profile evolution with time
In order to conclude undoubtedly that grain boundary diffusion is the sought mechanism, bismuth intergranular concentration profiles have been investigated for longer durations and are shown in figure 3 . It appears that the previously defined Br 1 zone length grows with the square root of time. Further analyzes [13] allowed us to conclude that the total brittle zone length also follows a square root of time evolution (proving that the iso-concentration surfaces follow a square root of time evolution). Following Harrison's classification of grain boundary diffusion kinetic regimes, such a parabolic evolution can only be obtained for the C regime, when the volume diffusion is neglected. However, experimental concentration profiles look evidently different from the classical erfc type concentration profiles obtained for this C regime [15] . In addition, 500°C seems to be a too high temperature to allow us to neglect volume diffusion. As a matter of fact, in their study of grain boundary diffusion of bismuth into copper, Divinski et al. [16] limit the C regime to the temperature interval 263-386°C with the B regime beginning at 570°C. Volume diffusion is therefore to be taken into account. Nevertheless, a "classical" description of the interaction between grain boundary diffusion and volume diffusion would undoubtedly lead to non-parabolic time dependence of the iso-concentration surfaces. The time exponent falls in fact from ½ to ¼ when going from a C regime to a B regime [15] . Figure 4 shows calculated bismuth intergranular concentration profiles evolution using both grain boundary diffusion formalism with B regime assumptions and Mac-Lean segregation isotherm (after [17] with numerical values [16] listed in table 1). These profiles look very similar to our experimental results, introducing notably the same typical Br 1 zone. However, the iso-concentration surfaces grow with t 1/4 (as opposed to t 1/2 in our results). Consequently, the penetration lengths calculated with this approach (for both the Br 1 and the brittle zones) are inferior to experimental ones (if attention is paid on the abscises scales). This apparent incompatibility (parabolic kinetic 
Model proposed to describe the concentration profiles
As bismuth is a strong segregant into copper grain boundaries [2, 4] , non-linear segregation is expected to happen [16, 17] . Moreover, bismuth atoms can interact with each other when they are in copper grain boundaries (an attractive interaction energy α = -13 to -43 kJ.mol -1 was deduced for the segregated bismuth atoms in copper grain boundaries in [6] ). Fowler-Guggenheim isotherm can therefore be used to describe the Cu/Bi system segregation behavior [2, 4] . Figure 5 shows several segregation isotherms with different values for the attractive interaction energy α. It shows that, when α decreases to very negative values, a domain appears where very slight c v evolutions can lead to large c gb evolutions (see cases and in figure 5 ). This is thought to explain the previously mentioned apparent contradiction. Two points should be now discussed. First, at 500°C, volume diffusion is effectively to be taken into account [16] . Then, if local equilibrium is assumed close to the grain boundary, at each grain boundary position, the actual grain boundary coverage is determined by Fowler-Guggenheim segregation isotherm and follows c in III along the case ) and that explains the observed profiles (cf. figure 3) . Second, as only very small c v values are involved (and also accessible because bismuth solubility in copper is very low), the kinetics keeps close to the parabolic one as in the C regime. Note that the exact evolution (from n=1/2 in C regime to n=1/4 in B regime) of the temporal exponent n as a function of the v gb D D ratio is still unknown and should be studied. This might be along the following lines presenting the equations system that has to be numerically resolved. .exp 1
. 
where δ is the grain boundary width and D v is the volume diffusion coefficient. Except for equation (1) , this description coincides with the grain boundary diffusion model proposed by Fisher with a constant source [18] . Numerical calculations are presently in progress. Figure 6 : Calculated bismuth intergranular concentration profiles obtained in C regime with a concentration dependence of D gb :
-for c gb ≤ 0.7 monolayer, D gb = 3.10 -12 m 2 .s -1 -for c gb > 0.7 monolayer, D gb = 1.10 -11 m 2 .s -1 The differential equation is the following: Looking now for alternative explanations, the diffusion-drift model proposed by Bokstein et al. [19] could represent a good candidate, as it leads to similar concentration profiles and moves the grain boundary penetration process in direction of C regime. However, it uses Henry's segregation isotherm, which doesn't seem relevant in this case, as it is only true for dilute solutions whereas bismuth is a strong segregant into copper grain boundaries [2, 4] . Another alternative description could lie on the use of a concentration dependence of the grain boundary diffusion coefficient in a pure C regime. As a matter of fact, if it is assumed that D gb is constant for small c gb values and then jumps to a higher value for higher c gb values (because of a grain boundary phase transformation or grain boundary diffusion with traps, for example), calculated bismuth intergranular concentration profiles appear rather similar to those obtained experimentally ( figure 6 ) and the kinetics are also parabolic as desired. However, as it has been already noticed before, it seems irrelevant to neglect volume diffusion at this temperature. Nevertheless, it is not possible to exclude definitively this description based on the concentration dependence of the grain boundary diffusion as it leads to a remarkable agreement with the experimental results, but the physical justification of such a jump for D GB would still have to be found. On the other side, we feel confident in the fact that the use of the Fowler-Guggenheim isotherm can both give a good description of the different zones composing the experimental concentration profiles (Br 1 zone -decrease -ductile core) and move grain boundary diffusion process in direction of C regime.
Conclusions
Bismuth intergranular concentration is investigated in a copper bicrystal previously maintained in contact with liquid bismuth at 500°C, in the absence of any applied stress. The maximal measured concentration is about 1.7 monolayers, showing the absence of any grain boundary wetting. Grain boundary diffusion is therefore thought to be the controlling mechanism of bismuth intergranular penetration into copper at 500°C (and, a fortiori, below 500°C). Bismuth concentration profiles show 3 zones when moving from the external surface to the specimen core: (i) a first zone where bismuth intergranular concentration c gb is maximal and almost constant, (ii) a decrease of c gb until the end of the brittle zone and (iii) a ductile core where intergranular bismuth was undetectable. Both the first zone and the brittle zone lengths follow a square root of time dependence. A model is proposed, based on the introduction of the Fowler-Guggenheim isotherm in grain boundary formalism, which aims to describe these experimental results.
